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StereoPasting: Interactive Composition in
Stereoscopic Images
Ruo-feng Tong, Yun Zhang, Ke-Li Cheng
Abstract—We propose ‘StereoPasting’, an efficient method for depth-consistent stereoscopic composition, in which a source 2D image is
interactively blended into a target stereoscopic image. As we paint ‘disparity’ on a 2D image, the disparity map of the selected region is
gradually produced by edge-aware diffusion, and then blended with that of the target stereoscopic image. By considering constraints of the
expected disparities and perspective scaling, the 2D object is warped to generate an image pair, which is then blended into the target image
pair to get the composition result. The warping is formulated as an energy minimization, which could be solved in real time. We also present
an interactive composition system, in which users can edit the disparity maps of 2D images by strokes, while viewing the composition
results instantly. Experiments show that our method is intuitive and efficient for interactive stereoscopic composition. A lot of applications
demonstrate the versatility of our method.
Index Terms—StereoPasting, depth-consistent, stereoscopic composition, disparity map
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I NTRODUCTION

With the ever increasing availability of 3D media such
as 3D movie and TV, more and more people prefer to
watch 3D content due to its exciting visual experiences
and enjoyment. Thus, it becomes more and more important
and urgent to create and manipulate stereoscopic images
and videos in an intuitive and efficient way. In this paper,
we focus on image composition, a basic and important
operation in image editing, which involves selecting a
patch from a source image and pasting it into any desired
location of a target image. Recently, much progress [5],
[12], [15], [17], [24] has been made for natural composition
in 2D images. These methods aim at removing the visible
seam along the cloning boundary and adjusting the color
appearance of the cloned patch to fit the target scene. Unlike
2D images, stereoscopic images are taken by binocular
devices like stereo cameras, and humans feel depth from the
disparity in image pairs. Therefore, naive extension of these
methods to stereoscopic images, which processes left and
right images separately, usually breaks disparity consistency
and causes visual discomfort.
Recently, many efforts have been made in stereoscopic
media editing, such as manipulating perspective in stereoscopic images [11], StereoBrush [32], 3D Copy&Paste [21],
nonlinear disparity mapping [18], content-aware stereoscopic image editing [4] and stereoscopic inpainting [31].
However, relative few works focus on stereoscopic composition, and their methods are still not robust and efficient enough for practical use. Lo et al. proposed 3D
Copy&Paste [21], which is state-of-the-art in stereoscopic
image composition. They provided an interactive tool to
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jointly segment objects from image pairs, and proposed a
stereo billboard method to paste the selected object pairs
into the target image pairs. Their method is effective to
preserve the stereo volume of the copied objects, while
dynamically adjusting their scale and orientation in the
composition results. Although successful in many examples, 3D Copy&Paste [21] focuses on pasting stereoscopic
foregrounds into stereoscopic backgrounds, which cannot
handle the case of pasting 2D images into stereoscopic
images. In general, stereoscopic images are scarce and hard
to process, while 2D images are easier to access and edit.
In addition, it is more intuitive and convenient for users to
paste 2D images into stereoscopic scenes. Thus, taking 2D
images as sources will increase the utility of stereoscopic
composition.
To address the problems above, we propose StereoPasting, an efficient method for depth-consistent stereoscopic
composition, in which a source 2D image is interactively
blended into a target stereoscopic image. We first define
some terminologies for clarity of this paper: we refer to the
object selected from a source 2D image as 2D foreground,
and the target stereoscopic image as 3D background. For
depth-consistent composition, we first allow users to edit
the disparity map of the 2D image by strokes, which is then
blended with the disparity values of the 3D background at
the pasting locations so as to avoid depth discontinuity.
Then the 2D foreground is warped to generate an image
pair by an energy optimization with constraints of the
disparities after blending and perspective scaling, which
could be solved instantly. Finally, the warped image pair
is seamlessly blended into the target image pair to produce
visual-pleasing stereopsis in the composition results. Based
on StereoPasting, we present an interactive composition
system, in which users can edit the disparity maps of
2D foregrounds by strokes, while receiving immediate
feedback in the stereoscopic composition results.
Contributions: To the best of our knowledge, we are the
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first to blend 2D foregrounds into 3D backgrounds with the
following contributions:
•

•

2

We propose an optimization-based formulation for
depth-consistent stereoscopic composition, which
could be solved instantly. To ensure depth consistency,
we propose improved solutions to edit the disparity
maps of 2D foregrounds by strokes and blend them
with the disparity values of 3D backgrounds.
We present a novel system for interactive stereoscopic
composition, and users can dynamically edit the disparity maps of 2D foregrounds according to the instant
feedback in the stereoscopic compositions.

R ELATED W ORK

Stereoscopic image and video editing is a challenging task
that has received much attention in recent years. Here we
briefly review the techniques most related to our work.
2D image composition. For 2D image composition, there
exist two main categories: alpha matting and gradientdomain method. The recent progress on matting techniques
is reviewed in [30]. For image matting, many methods are
based on optimizations, such as bayesian approach [7],
closed-form solution [19], soft scissors [29] and shared
sampling [13]. Very recently, He et al. proposed global sampling [14], which is motivated by the search space proposed
in PatchMatch [2]. Although having achieved great success,
alpha matting may fail to produce good results when there
exist large differences between the source and target images
or unclear boundaries such as water, smoke. To solve these
problems, Pérez et al. proposed Poisson image editing
[24], which applies the gradient-domain method to image
composition for the first time. Its key idea is to construct
a membrane to smoothly interpolate the discrepancies along the cloning boundary. Drag-and-drop [15] improved
Poisson image editing [24] by calculating an optimized
boundary. Farbman et al. proposed Mean-Value Coordinates
(MVC) [12] to efficiently construct a membrane by a
weighted sum of values along the cloning boundary rather
than solving a large linear system. To eliminate smudging
and discoloration artifacts in composition, several methods
[5], [10], [17], [40] are proposed to combine gradientdomain method and alpha matting for better visual effects.
Our system allows users to roughly select objects with
unclear boundary, and the warped image pairs are cloned
into the target image pairs using the combination of alpha
matting and gradient-domain method.
Stereoscopic media creation. Recently, Ward et al. [34]
presented an interactive system (Depth Director) for converting traditional 2D video to stereoscopic using existing
computer vision algorithms, which allows users to interactively manipulate the depth between objects. Different
from [34], Wang et. al. [32] proposed StereoBrush, a
novel work flow for creating stereoscopic content from
2D images/videos, in which users paint strokes on the 2D
images/videos, while instantly receiving the corresponding

3D content. Assuming that the depth is piecewise continuous, a discontinuous warping method is proposed for
this conversion. To improve the efficiency in stereoscopic
creation, Kim et al. [16] proposed a single image model that
represents all regions from stereo views, and stereoscopic
image pairs can be easily generated by disparity adjustment.
Oskam et al. [23] presented a solution for interactive
stereoscopic applications by dynamically optimizing the
camera parameters, showing 3D content with optimal 3D
viewing. Zhang et. al. [39] produced stereoscopic videos
from monocular ones by exploiting the motion parallax,
while avoiding recovering the depth map. Wan et. al. [28]
presented a fast stereoscopic rendering algorithm for the
volumetric environments, and further extended the method
to produce view-dependent shading and transparent effects.
Inspired by StereoBrush [32], we blend 2D foregrounds
into stereoscopic images, and the stereopsis of the foregrounds can be created by painting strokes. However, StereoBrush [32] only considers color similarity in the disparity
diffusion, while ignoring unclear edges which cannot be
easily distinguished by previous edge-aware methods [1],
[32], [36], [37]. Actually unclear edges are very common in
natural images, so detection of them is important for many
tasks in image editing. In this paper, we allow users to
specify unclear edges in the foreground images by strokes,
and improve the traditional color propagation framework
by introducing user interaction.
Stereoscopic image and video editing. In stereoscopic
image and video editing, recent works focus on disparity
editing for human visual comfort, and extending the 2D
editing to the stereoscopic domain. The warping-based
method is an effective framework in many applications of
image and video editing. Very recently, Du. et al. [11] proposed a warping-based method to manipulate perspective
in stereoscopic images. They formulated the warping as
an energy minimization, which preserves correct geometric
information such as straight lines and ensures proper stereopsis in new perspectives. Pollock et. al. [25] focused on
depth perception within the stereoscopic multi-user virtual
environments(VEs). Their findings helped us to understand
the spatial distortions in multi-user VEs, and provided
possible solutions for reducing distortion. Chang et al. [4]
proposed a warping-based technique to efficiently resize
stereoscopic images by solving a quadratic energy minimization. Similar to [4], [11], our method also formulates
the stereoscopic composition as a warping-based optimization with several constraints for visual-pleasing stereopsis
in the composition results. Since disparity values are key for
human to perceive depth, Lang et al. [18] proposed a series
of disparity mapping operators to change the disparity range
of stereoscopic images and videos. Motivated by [18], we
reconstruct the disparity values of the pasted objects to
fit the target stereoscopic scene using the gradient-domain
operator. To estimate the magnitude of perceived disparity
changes, a perceptual model of disparity is presented in
[9]. Stereoscopic inpainting [31] is proposed to jointly
complete the missing color and depth for stereo pairs. 3D
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Fig. 1. Pipeline of StereoPasting. In the preprocessing step, we first select and triangulate the 2D foreground, then estimate
the disparity map of the target scene. After that we edit the disparity map of the 2D foreground by painting strokes and
blend it with the 3D background for depth-consistent composition. At last, the 2D foreground is warped and blended into
the target image pair to get the composition results.

Copy&Paste [21], a state-of-the-art in stereoscopic image
composition, is mostly related to our work. In their work, an
interactive tool is proposed to segment objects from image
pairs, and they introduced a stereo billboard method to paste
objects into stereoscopic scenes. Compared with [21], our
work makes the stereoscopic composition more intuitive
and general from the following aspects: (1) We take 2D
objects as sources, which are much easier to obtain and edit.
Further, our method allows pasting objects with unclear
boundary such as water, smoke, while [21] can only paste
objects which are precisely segmented. (2) We propose
an optimization-based method to blend 2D foregrounds
into 3D backgrounds. By painting ‘disparity’ on a 2D
foreground, users can create the foreground’s stereopsis
according to their needs. Actually, [21] can not work well
when taking 2D images as sources, as it is difficult to
initialize a correct geometric relationship between objects
and their supporting surfaces by painting ‘disparity’ on the
2D images, and this error will be magnified after the surface
alignment.
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OVERVIEW

Fig. 1 shows the pipeline of StereoPasting. The input to
our approach is a 2D foreground (2D source image) and a
3D background (target stereoscopic image). In addition, our
method requires the user-specified strokes with strength for
editing the disparity map of the 2D foreground, specifying
the pasting locations and depth-consistent boundary. The
goal is to paste a 2D foreground into a 3D background.
Our method allows users to iteratively paint strokes to
edit the disparity maps of 2D foregrounds, while receiving

the stereoscopic composition results in real time, which
consists of the following key steps.
Preprocessing. In this step, we first select a foreground
from the 2D image, and a triangular mesh is constructed
on the selected region, which is used for warping in our
stereoscopic composition. The triangular mesh is generated
by the constrained Delaunay triangulation [26] with constraints of a set of uniformly sampled points on the selected
boundary. Then we estimate the dense disparity map of
the 3D background, which is important to reconstruct the
disparities of the pasted 2D foreground for depth-consistent
composition. Assuming that the stereoscopic images are
rectified with only parallel disparities, we apply the method
proposed by Smith et al. [27] to estimate the disparity
map of the 3D background. The middle of Fig. 1 shows
the triangular mesh on the selected foreground and the
estimated disparity map.
Stroke-based disparity Editing. The goal of this step is
to allow users to arbitrarily edit the disparity map of the
2D foreground. As users paint ‘disparity’ on the 2D image,
the disparity map is constructed progressively.
Depth-consistent disparity blending. This step aims at
reconstructing the disparity map of the 2D foreground
by blending it with the disparity values of the 3D background. For depth-consistent composition, we need to make
the disparity values continuous along the depth-consistent
boundary, while discontinuous along the depth-inconsistent
boundary.
Warping and Blending. In this step, the 2D foreground
and the corresponding alpha matte are warped to generate
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Fig. 2. Stroke-based disparity editing. Left two images:
user-specified strokes and the visualization of disparity map
produced by StereoBrush [32]. Right two images: userspecified strokes (latent boundaries marked by green lines),
and the visualization of disparity map produced by our
method. The zoom-in views show the comparison of the two
methods.

image pairs with constraints of the expected disparities
and perspective scaling. We formulate the warping as an
energy minimization which can be solved instantly. After
warping, we blend the foreground pair into the background
pair using the combination of gradient-domain method and
alpha matting [5], [10], [17], [40], such that the color
appearance of the foreground can well fit the background
and the composition result is natural and visual-pleasing.

4

S TEREO PASTING

4.1

Stroke-based disparity Editing

Inspired by StereoBrush [32], which interactively converts
a 2D image to a stereoscopic image by painting strokes,
we paint ‘disparity’ on a 2D foreground to produce its
stereopsis in the composition results. However, StereoBrush
[32] only considers color similarity, and cannot distinguish
‘latent’ boundary which refers to the unclear edges in 2D
images.
To avoid unexpected diffusion around the latent boundary,
we improve the traditional value propagation framework by
introducing user interactions. See Fig. 2, we allow users to
specify the unclear edges by strokes (marked with green
lines), and the disparity map u is calculated by minimizing
the energy defined in Equation 1. Compared with previous
edge-aware methods for value propagation [32], [36], [37],
we add a new term to distinguish the latent boundary, see
the right part of the multiplication symbol in Equation 3.
∑
E(u) =
(wd (p)(u(p) − d(p))2 + ∇uTp wp ∇up )

Fig. 3.
Definition of weighted Mean-value coordinates (MVC) [12]. Left: the source disparity map and the
blending boundary (red and blue parts refer to the depth
consistent and inconsistent boundary respectively); Right:
angle definition of MVC.

{
wd (p) =

∞
0

p ∈ strokes
otherwise

(2)

and
[

wx (p)
wy (p)

[

]
=

e−

∥∇fx (p)∥2
σ

−

∥∇fy (p)∥2
σ

e

]
·

1
(1 + L(p))β

(3)

In Equation 3, wx (p) and wy (p) are used to measure
the similarity of nearby pixels in an edge-aware manner.
The left part of the multiplication symbol measures the
similarity of nearby pixels. ∇fx , ∇fy refer to the gradient
values on the x, y axis of the source 2D image, and σ is
used to control the importance of color similarity in determining the affinity between two pixels. The right part of
the multiplication symbol is designed to avoid unexpected
diffusion near the latent boundary. With the user-specified
latent boundary, L(p) is constructed by feathering the latent
boundary by 2-4 pixels, and then normalized to [0, 1] in
the feathered area (L(p) = 0 for other area). We use β to
control the discontinuity near the latent boundary. In this
paper, we choose σ = 0.1, β = 10 for all examples, which
produces satisfying disparity diffusion. Compared with
StereoBrush [32] which only considers color similarity in
nearby regions (see left two images in Fig. 2), our method
can easily distinguish unclear discontinuities by specifying
the latent boundary (see the right two images in Fig. 2).
We give visualization of the disparity maps produced by
our method and StereoBrush [32], and the zoom-in views
show the advantages of our method.

4.2 Depth-consistent Disparity Blending

(1)

p∈I

where d(p) refers to the values on the strokes, and wd (p)
specifies the mask of the strokes. ∇u denotes the gradient
of the disparity map u along the x and y axis. wp refers to
a 2x2 diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are wx (p)
and wy (p).

The stroke-based disparity editing only provides relative
disparities of the 2D foreground, which should be blended with the disparities of the 3D background for depthconsistent composition. Lang et al. [18] proposed a gradient
domain operator which is effective to change human depth
perception. Inspired by that, we proposed weighted MeanValue coordinates (MVC) [12] to reconstruct the disparities
of 2D foregrounds in the gradient domain. By weighted, we
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Fig. 4. Depth-consistent disparity blending. Left to right:
source 2D image (yellow region marks the depth-consistent
boundary) and the disparity values of 2D foreground; disparity blending result by our method; disparity blending
result by traditional MVC [12].
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mean that the weights of MVC need to be adjusted according to the depth consistency between the 2D foreground
and 3D background. The main idea of our method is to
avoid interpolation from the depth inconsistent boundary.
As shown in Fig. 3, the blending boundary is drawn by
red and blue colors, which indicate depth consistent and
inconsistent boundary respectively. wi is calculated using
the definition in MVC for vertices in the red boundary, and
set to zero for vertices in the blue boundary. In our system,
the weighted MVC {λi } can be calculated as follows:
wi
λi = ∑m−1
0

wi

, i = 0, ..., m − 1

(4)

where


wi =



tan(αi−1 /2)+tan(αi /2)
∥pi −x∥

pi ∈ continuous

0

otherwise

Fig. 5. Relationship of disparity and depth. We set b =
0.068 and K = 1.0 (blue dotted line) in Equation 8 (red
dotted line is a watershed for depth changes).

We first need to warp the 2D foreground into an image
pair with constraints of the disparity constraint Ed (v) and
perspective scaling Es (v), which adjust the shape and scale
of the image pair. To ensure a depth-consistent composition,
the depth consistency constraint Ec (v) is added to fix
the position of the warped foreground. To warp the 2D
foreground, we construct meshes for the foreground image
pair. Specifically, given the expected disparity values, we
compute the vertices v = {vk , k = 1...N } (N is the number
of vertices of the left and right meshes) by minimizing
the energy E(v), which is a linear combination of Ed (v),
Es (v) and Ec (v) (See Equation 6). We elaborate each of
the energy terms as follows.

(5)

Fig. 3 gives the definition of αi , pi and x (refer to [12] for
more details). Actually, it is time-consuming to calculate
the MVC of a selected region. However, the MVC of
the pasted region are fixed after having selected the 2D
foreground, and therefore need to be calculated only once,
which ensures the efficiency of disparity blending.
As shown in Fig. 4, after specifying the source patch, we
paint the boundary near the feet with yellow strokes to
show that the depth along the boundary of the stroke area is
consistent with that of the target scene, while discontinuous
in the other parts of the boundary. Fig. 4 shows the disparity
blending results using our method and traditional MVC [12]
respectively. Obviously, our method can produce satisfying
disparities to ensure a depth-consistent composition, while
the traditional MVC cannot.
4.3 Warping and Blending

Unlike composition in 2D images, which only considers
the color appearance of pasted objects, stereoscopic composition is nontrivial due to the added depth dimension.

arg min E(v) = arg min(wd Ed (v) + ws Es (v) + wc Ec (v))
v
v
(6)
Disparity constraint{Ed (v)}. See Equation 7, Ed (v) is
used to ensure horizontal disparity consistency and vertical
disparity alignment. For each vertex pair vlk and vrk in
left and right meshes, their horizontal differences should
approximate the disparity values after blending, and the
vertical differences of each vertex pair should approach zero
to eliminate visual discomfort [4], [18]. dvk in Equation 7
is defined as a vector that gives the expected vertical and
horizontal disparities of each vertex pair.
Ed (v) =

∑

∥vk r − vk l − dvk ∥2

(7)

{vk r ,vk l }∈v

Perspective scaling{Es (v)}. According to perspective projection, the scale of an object in a stereoscopic scene
depends on the perceived depth. In [35], the relationship
of perceived depth Zp and disparity Dp is defined as
Zp =

Kb
b − Dp

(8)

Blending
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Warping

Fig. 6. Warping and Blending. Left: the original mesh and
the warped left meshes of the 2D foreground at different
locations; Right: the left image of the cloning result and the
corresponding red&cyan anaglyph.

where p is a point in the 3D space, xlp , xrp are the
projections on the left and right images, and Dp = xrp −xlp .
K is the distance from the observer’s eyes to the display
plane, and b refers to the distance between the observer’s
eyes. We set b = 0.068 and K = 1.0 in this paper.
Equation 8 shows that the perceived depth is non-linear
to the disparity. As shown in Fig. 5, when the disparity is
negative, Dp increases very fast while Zp increases a little.
However, as the disparity reaches positive, Dp increases
very slowly even when Zp has a large increment. This
is in accord with the human visual system, in which the
depth perception is more sensitive to nearby objects [18].
Therefore, we focus on pasting objects into the sensitive
depth perception region for better 3D viewing in this paper.
Given the relation between disparity and perceived depth
in Equation 8, we calculate the perceived depth {Zvi } and
′
{Zvi } for all the vertices of the left and right meshes
before and after disparity blending, and the scale factor
′
Svi is defined by Zvi /Zvi . For each edge ei,j =< voi , voj >
in the original mesh, the expected scaling factor Sei,j
is given by (Svi + Svj )/2. Inspired by [33], we define
Es (v) as the distortion energy of the triangular mesh for
perspective scaling by the expected scales. See Equation 9,
the distortion energy is the sum of distortion in the left and
right meshes.

Es (v) =

∑
<vi ,vj

∥(vi − vj ) − Sei,j (voi − voj )∥2 +

>∈el

∑

∥(vi − vj ) − Sei,j (voi − voj )∥2

(9)

<vi ,vj >∈er

Depth consistency{Ec (v)}. For the energy terms above,
Ed (v) is used to ensure correct disparities between the left
and right meshes, and Es (v) is used to adjust the shape
and scale of the left and right meshes. However, they are
not enough to produce satisfying results. Therefore, we
need to add another term Ec (v) to fix the position of the

Fig. 7. Composition results by different weights and leaving
out some energy terms. First row: gray scale red&cyan
anaglyph results by setting (wd = ws = wc = 1) and
(wd = 10, ws = 20, wc = 1) respectively; Second row:
gray scale red&cyan anaglyph results by leaving out Ec (v)
and Ed (v) respectively.

warped foreground so as to keep depth consistent after
warping. This is achieved by fixing the centroid of the
depth-consistent boundary S in the left mesh before and
after warping. See Equation 10, pc is the centroid of S
before warping and vlm refers to all the vertices of S after
warping. For depth-consistent composition, the disparity
values of the warped 2D foreground need to be continuous
with that of the 3D background along the depth-consistent
boundary, which ensures that the boy is standing on the
grassland with visual-comfortable stereopsis (see Fig. 6).
Ec (v) = ∥(

1 ∑ l
vm ) − pc ∥2
M

(10)

m∈S

Optimization. The three energy terms above are necessary to make satisfying compositions, and the analysis of
these terms is as follows: Ed (v) is used to constrain the
relationship of corresponding vertices in the left and right
meshes; Es (v) is used to control the shape and scale of
the meshes; Ec (v) is used to determine the position of
the warped foreground for depth-consistent composition.
From the derivation in the supplemental materials, we know
that the warping energy E(v) defined in Equation 6 can
be easily minimized by solving a sparse linear system
(Ax = b, A is symmetric and positive definite (SPD)). In
experiments, we found that A should become singular by
leaving out any of the three energy terms, and the solution
would be uncontrollable with less constraints, thus making
the composition results unacceptable. See the second row
of Fig. 7, the left and right images are composition results
by leaving out Ec (v) and Ed (v) respectively. We can see
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that without Ec (v), the 2D foreground can be properly
warped but the absolute position is not determined, which
makes the composition depth-inconsistent. Without Ed (v),
the relationship between the left and right meshes is not
considered, thus the warped foreground is invisible in the
right image of the composition result.
We have tried many different weights for the energy minimization, and the results show some differences. However,
the human eye is not sensitive enough to differences in
the results when the weights are set in a certain range. In
particular, from experiments we find that the stereopsis of
the composition result is satisfying when wd /ws > 0.2,
and wc is assigned any value (usually near the range of
wd and ws ) except 0. In general, we should place adequate
emphasis on Ed (v) to produce visual-pleasing stereopsis of
the foreground, and too small values of wd could make the
blended foreground flat, which is the cardboarding effect
in stereo [21]. As Fig. 7 illustrates, even when using very
different weights the results are satisfying for human eyes.
In our experiments, we simply set them to equal weights
(wd = ws = wc = 1) to achieve satisfying results.
We further use an optimization to solve the linear system
instantly, which makes the warping efficient for interactive
composition. From the derivation in the supplemental materials, we find that A is SPD and is fixed after specifying
the pasted region and depth continuous boundary, while b
needs to be updated when moving the pasted 2D foreground
or editing the disparity map by strokes. Therefore, we
can first decompose A using the concise sparse Cholesky
factorization [8], and then apply the back-substitution to
solve the linear system. In terms of time complexity, the
factorization is O(N 3 ), while the back-substitution is only
O(N ). Since A needs to be decomposed only once, the
linear system can be solved instantly.
Having obtained the deformed left and right triangular
meshes, the warped foreground pair and the corresponding
alpha matte pair can be efficiently produced by texture
mapping. After that the foreground pair is blended into the
target image pair at the depth-consistent locations, using
the combination of gradient-domain method and alpha matting [5], [10], [17], [40]. Fig. 6 shows the warped left meshes and the red&cyan anaglyph results when placing the
foreground at different locations. To enhance the sense of
reality, we interactively add shadows to the 2D foregrounds
by specifying the direction and distance of the light source.
Then the shadows can be produced by projections according
to the shape of the foreground objects, and blended into
the stereoscopic background using our method. In general,
the 3D background always has large depth variations for
shadow blending. However, our method can non-uniformly
warp the 2D shadows to be stereoscopic. As shown in the
right of Fig. 6, the final results are more visual-pleasing
and realistic by adding the shadows.

Fig. 8. A screenshot of the interactive stereoscopic composition system.

4.4 Interactive Stereoscopic Composition

We propose a novel system for interactive stereoscopic
composition, in which users can freely edit the disparity
maps of 2D foregrounds by strokes, while viewing the
stereoscopic composition instantly. Fig. 8 shows the screenshot of our interactive composition system. After loading
a 2D foreground and a 3D background as input, we can
interactively edit the disparity map of the 2D foreground
by painting strokes. As users draw sparse scribbles with
specified widths and values on the 2D foreground, the
disparity map is calculated and visualized on the leftbottom side, then the warped image pair is blended into
the target stereoscopic image instantly using our method.
In our system, users can interactively edit the disparity
maps of 2D foregrounds according to instant feedback in
the stereoscopic composition results. The accompanying
video demo will further demonstrate the advantages of our
composition system.

5

R ESULTS

AND

A PPLICATIONS

In this section, we will show a variety of depth-consistent
stereoscopic composition results, and several applications
that benefit from our approach. Then, the performance of
our method for the examples in this paper is given. In
this paper, the composition results are shown by red&cyan
anaglyph images, so users need to wear red&cyan stereo
glasses for convincing 3D viewing experiences.
5.1 Interactive Composition

Fig. 9 shows three examples (from top to bottom), in which
the disparity map of the 2D foreground has to be blended
with that of the 3D background, so as to ensure depth
consistency. In the first example, a car is blended into a
road with large depth variations, and this case cannot be
well handled by the stereo billboard method in [21]. Using
our method, the disparities of the car can be reconstructed
to adapt to the road, then a visual-pleasing composition
is produced after warping and blending. For the second
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Fig. 10. Interactive composition results with user-specified
disparities. Left: left image of the 3D background (source
2D images are shown on the top side). Right: red&cyan
analyph results.

Fig. 9. Composition results by disparity blending. Left: left
image of the 3D background (source 2D images and user
interactions are shown on the top side). Right: red&cyan
anaglyph results.

example, we blend a cartoon character into a street. After
painting ‘disparity’ on the 2D foreground and marking the
depth-consistent region (See top-right corner of the left
image), the object is warped according to the specified
disparity map, and pasted into the stereoscopic scene using
our method. The composition result shows a convincing
stereopsis of the cartoon, and the added shadow further
enhances visual effects. In the last example, we simply
mark yellow strokes on the sailboat to ensure a depthconsistent composition. After the warping, the warped
sailboat pair is blended into the target image pair using
image cloning with the hybrid boundary [5], such that the
color appearance of the sailboat can fit the target scene very
well.
Unlike the examples in Fig. 9, there are no regions in
the target scenes to determine the disparities of the 2D
foregrounds in Fig. 10, e.g. birds and planes are flying in
the air. In this case, we need to reconstruct the foreground’s
disparity map by specifying values in a certain range which
is evaluated from the 3D background, thus we don’t need
to recover the target disparity map in these examples. As
we change the disparity values by dragging a slider, the
perceived depth of the pasted objects can be adjusted. See
the examples in Fig. 10, the two birds are placed near

Fig. 11. Consistent selection. Left: the left triangular
mesh generated by constrained Delaunay triangulation
[26]. Right: the right triangular mesh which is propagated
from the left mesh (the left and right closed boundaries in
cyan show the consistent selection).

and far from the people, and the jet planes are located
to different distances from the girl by specifying different
disparities. For the second example in Fig. 10, it is difficult
to segment the jet plane which has unclear boundary, and
this case cannot be handled by [21]. However, in our
approach, we can first warp the roughly selected jet plane,
and then blend the warped foreground pair with the air
using the gradient-domain method [12]. Finally the jet plane
can well fit the color style of the air, showing a convincing
stereopsis in the composition.
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Fig. 12. Stereoscopic image editing. Left: left image of
the source/result (top/bottom) stereoscopic image. Middle
to Right: red&cyan anaglyph of source and result images.

[26] with the following constraints: (a) Sampled points on
the selected boundary. (b) The feature points. We extract
sparse but robust SIFT features [22] to establish reliable
correspondences between the left and right images. The
matched features are used as important constraints for
consistent mesh propagation. In general, SIFT features are
much denser in some parts with distinguished features,
which is not helpful for triangulation and warping. We
apply an adaptive non-maximal suppression [3] to filter
these densely distributed features. (c) Sampled points along
the image border. The left part of Fig. 11 shows the
triangular mesh of the left image.
(2) Triangular mesh propagation. We propagate the mesh
on the left image to the right image with the following
constraints: (a) Feature consistency. The feature vertices on
the right mesh should closely approximate the corresponding SIFT features in the right image. (b) Vertical alignment. Assuming that our stereoscopic images are visualcomfortable, the vertical disparities of the corresponding
vertices in the left and right meshes should approach zero to
avoid visual discomfort [4], [18]. (c) As similar as possible.
There should be less distortion between the left and right
meshes.

Fig. 13. Stereoscopic painting. Top: user paintings on
the left image. Bottom: corresponding red&cyan anaglyph
painting.

5.2 Applications

By intuitive human interactions, our method can efficiently
blend 2D foregrounds into stereoscopic backgrounds. This
is also a basic and important operation for several tasks
in stereoscopic image editing, which will be described as
follows.
Stereoscopic image editing. To edit stereoscopic images,
users usually need to specify regions of interest from image
pairs. For example in Fig. 12, we first need to select
the boats from the image pair, and then perform copyand-paste. In general, it is labor-intensive and impractical
to consistently select regions from left and right images
respectively. Thus, we propose consistent selection to allow
users to select an interested region in the left image, and
the selection is propagated to the right image automatically.
This consistent propagation is proceeded in the following
two steps.
(1) Triangulation for the left image. The left triangular mesh
is constructed by the constrained Delaunay triangulation

Inspired by [38], the shape distortion is defined by a
quadratic total conformal energy [20]. The linear combination of the constraints above can be formulated as a
quadratic energy, and the vertices of the right mesh can
be efficiently calculated by solving a linear system. After
propagation, the object on the right image can be selected
in a consistent manner (See right part of Fig. 11). With
the consistent selection, our composition method can be
extended to some stereoscopic image editing tasks. Fig. 12
shows an example of stereoscopic copy-and-paste. After
selecting the boat pairs by our consistent selection, the
boats can be freely moved and blended with the stereo
background using our method in Section 4. Results in Fig.
12 show that the scale and disparity of the boats can well fit
the target scene when moving them to different locations.
Stereoscopic painting. Different from the painting on 2D
images, it is non-trivial to paint figures on the stereoscopic
image. Firstly, we need to specify canvases in the stereoscopic image pair using the consistent selection, and our
painting is restricted in the canvas area. Then, users can
paint figures on the canvas of the left image, and the
stereoscopic painting is produced by our stereoscopic composition, according to the disparities in the canvas region.
In this process, users can view the stereoscopic painting
instantly as they paint 2D figures. See Fig. 13, we can write
2D ‘hi, TVCG’ on the left image by painting characters
with different colors, while viewing the stereoscopic results
simultaneously.
Sketch2Stereo. To compose images, we always need to
find suitable candidates from the Internet by text-based
search, which is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Sketch2Photo [5] provided a tool to retrieve desirable images from the Internet by providing simple sketches and
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stereo parallel palace

running child
dog run

young photographer

stereo parallel park

dog jump

frisbee

boy running

stereo parallel grassland

boy play football

boy kick football

Fig. 14. Results of Sketch2Stereo. Left to right: user drawn sketches, left images and the red&cyan anaglyph of our
Sketch2Stereo results.

text labels, however they can only compose 2D images.
We present Sketch2Stereo to produce realistic stereoscopic
images by providing sketches and the corresponding text
labels. We first obtain 2D foregrounds using the tool in
Sketch2Photo [5]. To retrieve stereoscopic backgrounds, we
provide keywords, which contain ‘stereo pair’ or ‘stereo
parallel’. Then, each object can be easily added to the
stereoscopic scene using our stereoscopic composition. See
Fig. 14, we compose three interesting stereoscopic images
(photograph, playing frisbee and football), which can provide more interesting and exciting visual experiences than
Sketch2Photo does.

TABLE 1
Performance of examples in this paper. The left and right
two columns show the examples and total time to produce
user-satisfied results.

5.3 Performance

diffusion costs 200-300ms, and the disparity blending costs
only 5ms when the MVC are pre-computed. The warping
costs 100ms for the first time (initialize and decompose
Matrix A, see the optimization in Section 4.3) while only
25ms after that. Such efficiency allows users to interactively
edit stereoscopic images while viewing the results instantly.
We ask several college students with no experiences in
image processing for user study. They learn to use our
system for several minutes before the experiments. TABLE

We report the performance of our method on an Intel
Core 2 Duo E8400 3GHz computer with 4G RAM for
the examples in this paper. Using our interactive system,
even non-professional users can easily compose visualcomfortable and exciting 3D composition results. Take Fig.
1 for example (the source 2D image is 300*500). As
we paint one stroke on the 2D foreground, the disparity

Examples
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

1
9
10
13
14

- Boy play
- Street
- Birds/Planes
- hi,TVCG
- Frisbee

time (s)
62s
61s
59s
56s
58s

Examples
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

9
9
12
14
14

-

Snow car
Sailboat
Boats
Photograph
Football

time (s)
40s
45s
58s
61s
62s
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non-professional users can produce results with exciting 3D
viewing. We have also presented a novel system for interactive stereoscopic composition, in which users can freely
edit the disparity maps of 2D foregrounds, while receiving
the immediate feedback of stereoscopic composition in real
time.
Fig. 15. Failure case of our method. Left: source 2D foreground and 3D background; Right: the red&cyan anaglyph
result. The incorrect occlusion between the airplane and the
mountain makes the composition result unnatural.

1 shows the average time used by 3-5 students to produce
visual-comfortable and convincing results using our system.
For each example, it takes around 60s to produce satisfying
results (most time is spent on disparity editing of 2D foregrounds), which shows that our method could be applicable
to practical use. We further demonstrate the advantages of
our method in the accompanying video demo, which vividly
shows our interactive composition and applications.

5.4 Limitations

Similar to some image editing methods, our approach fails
in some cases. (1) When there is large perspective differences or occlusion between foregrounds and the objects of
3D background, our method does not work well. See Fig.
15, the head of the airplane should be occluded by the
mountain because of its depth information. However, when
the disparities of the 3D background are not correctly recovered, it always fails to deal with the occlusion, which makes
the composition result unnatural and visual-uncomfortable.
(2) Our method usually depends on the quality of the
target disparity map, however, existing methods are still
not robust enough to calculate reliable and precise disparity
map. (3) The disparity map produced by strokes is relatively
rough, so when the foreground objects are very close to the
camera, our method can not produce precise disparity map
to reflect the detailed geometry structure.

6

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient approach for
depth-consistent stereoscopic composition, in which a 2D
foreground is interactively blended into a 3D background.
As users iteratively paint ‘disparity’ on the 2D foreground,
its disparity map is gradually produced and then blended
with that of the 3D background to keep depth consistent.
Then the 2D foreground is warped to generate an image
pair by an energy minimization constrained by the expected
disparities and perspective scaling, which could be solved
in real time. The final results are obtained by blending
the warped image pair into the background image pair.
Experiments show that our method can largely reduce
users’ labor and skill in stereoscopic composition, and even

In the future, we can improve our method in the following
aspects: (1) We will try to solve the problem of occlusion
and large perspective differences between 2D foregrounds
and 3D backgrounds, which is very common in image editing. In addition, more factors such as geometric structure,
image saliency [6] can be taken into account to further
improve our stereoscopic composition. (2) Our method
can be further extended to other important operations in
stereoscopic image editing, such as resizing, completion
and retargeting. (3) We will try to extend our method to
stereoscopic videos, and there will be more challenges such
as the temporal coherence in disparities, color and warping.
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